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PUBLIC SECTOR FINANCIAL 
MANAGEMENT  
PART 2: ACCOUNTABILITY AND RISK 



• Key underpinnings of financial management in the public 
sector. 

• Bridging the private sector view to the public sector view 
• What differs the most is accountability, starting with 

planning, budgets, moving through to probity, legal use of 
funds, being held to account. 

• What remains a constant is risk for purposes of control, 
effective cash management and meeting objectives. 

• What brings accountability and risk together is audit, 
oversight, financial reporting and performance 
measurement 

Objectives 

These two themes run through the entire course and provide a 
robust underpinning to all financial management. 
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What’s the difference? What’s similar? 

Risk Accountability 

Public 
Sector 

Private 
Sector 
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Public versus Private 



• Governments are budget-driven: they derive their authority 
from a legislatively approved budget and statutory 
appropriations – it enables and confines.  

• Government’s goal is to provide services, regulations or 
policies, not make a profit 

• The principle source of  government revenue is taxation 

• Governments operate, for the most part, in a non-
competitive environment but not exclusively through non-
competitive means 

• Governments have triple bottom lines – financial, 
programmatic and sustainability 
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What makes government financial management different 



• Budget deficit or surplus – the result of  comparing revenues 
and expenditures – is an important indicator of  a 
government’s fiscal performance – but not the only one. 

• Government budgets portray public policy, establish revenue 
estimates, expenditure and financing requirements, and are 
important in the government accounting cycle 
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What makes government financial management different 



• Government redistribute wealth 
• Governments, depending on size,  have debt-capacity limits 

unparalleled by any other organization 

• Government capital spending may not focus on maximizing 
return because government objectives are broader 

• Governments are held to a higher standard of  external 
accountability and scrutiny than businesses and not-for-
profit organizations 
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What makes government financial management different 



• Application of  double-entry recording system or booking 
• Both need commonly defined and recognized accounting 

standards 
• Accrual basis of  accounting 
• Both use various financial statements for information 

stakeholders (owners, stock holders, voters) on financial 
performance 

• Pretty similar operational risks: fraud, misuse of  funds, 
misreporting 

• Both use financial management systems such as Oracle, SAP, 
etc., to support their transactions and accounting needs 

• Both use varying degrees of  analytics that link financial, 
performance and other pertinent information 
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How are Government and Private Sector Financial 
Management the Same? 



• Accountability in public sector financial management is 
different than the private sector 

• Addressing risk pervades all financial management, but 
there are important differences, making management in the 
public sector even more challenging 

Two major themes that emerge 

Bringing risk and accountability into 
harmony is a principal objective of 

good financial management practice.   



The architecture of accountability 

Accountability Delegation 

Conferring 
authority, 
resources 

Obligation to 
account 

Obligation to 
Monitor and 

Adjust 

Assessment 
of 

Performance 



•  It’s not your money. 
• Risk of accountability failures. 
• Clarity is essential before you can be held to account, or 

you can hold others to account. 
• Accountability for what can sometimes get confusing. 
• Accountability is a complex terrain in the public sector – 

internal, external, horizontal. 
•  For the public manager, accountability and blame have to 

be separated. 

Why is it important? 



The Public Sector Accountability Landscape 

“Governments are held to a 
higher standard of 

accountability than a business 
or a not-for-profit 

organization.” – CICA 
Handbook 
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Context: Public Sector Luxury 

No risk of bankruptcy 
 
No profit and loss statement, but 
there is a net debt statement, right? 
 
No share price 
 
No product market price test 
 
Not a lot of competition 
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The consequences of that luxury 

Because external/market indicators of performance 
do not exist  
 
Need for creating processes & controls and 
reporting/metrics to ensure performance and 
accountability 
 
 
 
 
 
 



“To sum up too many procurements at the eHealth 
Ontario Agency and to a lesser extent at the ministry’s 
eHealth program branch  were the product of  

• rushed decision making,  
• the acceptance of expediency over thoroughness  
• poor, absent, or contradicting documentation and,  
• a particular concern, the concentration of decision 
making power in the hands of few individuals with 
no compensating controls to ensure that their 
decisions were appropriate” – Auditor General of 
Ontario Report 

What can make it go wrong? 



There was a certain rich man, which had a 
steward; and the same was accused onto him 

that he 
had wasted his goods. And he called him and 

said unto him, How is it that I hear this of thee? 
Give 

account of thy stewardship (St Luke, xvi. 1-2) 



What’s in this Financial Accountability Pie? 

Honesty 

Transparency 

Fair and 
Accurate 

Value for 
Money 

What else? 



 
Individuals or 
Organizations 

Accepting 
Accountability 

Authority, Power, 
Resources, Goals 

Accountability for Performance, 
Results and Efficiency 

 
Individuals or 
Organizations 

Conferring 
Accountability 



• Probity counts 
• Public trust issues with public funds 

•  Fiduciary responsibilities 
•  Governing legislation on fund management 
•  Audit and inspection functions 

• Financial information as a surrogate for performance data 
•  Absence of program data 
•  Issue of linking financial and non-financial results reporting 

• Equity: did I get mine 
• You as a manager have to manage your money based on your 

accountabilities.  
• Risks need to be assessed, monitored, reassessed and acted 

upon. 
 

What does this mean for financial 
management? 



•  Linked concepts in financial management 
• Accountability is about holding multiple players to account 

for results they committed to through a system of rewards, 
incentives, punishment: constant push and pull 

• Risk management is about reducing risk exposures in a 
way consistent with who is accountable for what and can 
afford what: constant calibration and recalibration 

• Accountability is a dynamic push and pull, not static 
• Risk inherent in the accountability relationship is also 

dynamic 
• One drives the other: most accountabilities are meant to 

address risks, to avoid error, to ensure compliance, to 
achieve something 

Accountability and risk  



• Risks are inherent in the system, a defining characteristic: 
do not think risky, think risk. 

• Knowing the risks, the degree that they impinge on results 
and then putting in place accountability regimes is the way 
to balance off excessive control, blame-driven 
accountability and provide internal clarity 

•  In financial management, only risk will constrain notions of 
total control (what you can do and who you have to ask) 
and only accountability will create the basis for both action 
(doing with the funds) and reporting (what you did with the 
funds) 

 

Accountability and risk  



• Stress in accountability on information and confidence 
•  Focus on the risk mitigation process as part of full 

exercise of accountability 
• Good risk prediction is a means of reducing black and 

white accountability 

How do risk and accountability come 
together 

In Risk: The Science and Politics of Fear, author Dan 
Gardner contends  that if our ancestors waited for 

confirmation  that the shadow in the tall grass was a 
lion  they wouldn’t have lived long enough to  become 

our ancestors. 



• Surprises 
• Disappearance of funds,  
• Disappearance of financial discipline, 
• Creation of internal survival routines,  
•  Infrastructure collapse,  
• Poor contract design with the buyer holding all the risk, 
• Corruption 
• Perverse effects of failing to address both is either 

excessive caution (precautionary principle) or excessive 
zeal (results at all costs) – managing resources can have 
neither.  

What happens when accountability and risk are not in positive 
balance 



• Why risk plays a central role 
• All organizations face and manage risks 
• Various types of risk 

•  Performance failures: not meeting goals 
•  Fiduciary risks: funding, fraud, loss potential – is there a hand in 

the till? 
•  Compliance risks – are we obeying the rules, laws, procedures? 
•  Control risks – are the protections we put in place actually working? 
•  Reporting risks – is what information we are getting and wht 

information we are reporting correct, useful, timely? 
•  In order to establish adequate control, you have to 

establish risk tolerances 
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Risk in financial management 



“This means that systems, practices, and resources need to 
be in place to ensure that  

•  public funds are managed prudently and honestly;  
•  assets are safeguarded;  
•  resources are used effectively, efficiently, and economically to 

achieve government objectives;  
•  accountabilities for financial management are clearly established;  
•  financial risks are being mitigated by effective internal controls; and  
•  the Canadian public and parliamentarians are provided with pertinent 

and reliable information on the use of public funds. “ 

The basics from the 
auditor general 

Core risk management does 
not sound all that sexy. It 

isn’t. 



What is risk? 

Why does a car have 
brakes? 



There can be no safety 
without risk. 

 
Aron Wildavsky, Searching for Safety, 1988 
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What is a risk?  

Risk is defined as “the effect of uncertainty on 
objectives” (CSA/ISO 31000) 

 
This is not some random idea of bad things happening. The 
organization’s goals and plans have to be clearly articulated 
and accepted. It has to operate in a defined environment. It 
has to be able to predict, with varying degrees of certainty, 
some future events. It must also be able to gather and distill 
information outside its current framework that will affect 
that framework, its goals and mission.  
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What is Risk? 

Uncertainty Likelihood 
& Impact 



Opportunity: a risk 
that may help in 
the achievement 
of objectives 

Threat: a risk that 
may hinder the 
achievement of 
objectives 



Something has to be at risk 

What is 
at risk? 

Exposure: how much 
are you at risk? How 

much do you take up? 

Vulnerability: how 
susceptible are you to 

the risk? 



•  Loss of funds 
• Suspected false or fraudulent claims for benefits, loans, 

grants or transfers 
• Overpayment or erroneous payment 
•  Loss of revenue  
•  Theft of property 
• Overspending or underspending against budget plan 
•  Inaccurate costing assumptions 
• Sudden shifts in costs 
• Credit defaults 

Financial management risks 

What more? 



•  Time horizon is the future which always                                     
involves uncertainty. 

•  Since future events can be either positive  or 
negative, risks can be either threats or opportunities. 

•  Risk is measured by likelihood and impact. 

•  Risk appetite and tolerance vary over time, by 
individual, and by organization. 

•  Risks have a cost stream potential if the nature of 
the risk is known or capable of projection. 
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Key Attributes of  Risk 



•  Policy risks 
•  Public interest risks 
• Management or organizational risks 
•  Project risks 
• External capacities of designers, expert advisors, 
funders, co-funders 

• General financing issues 
•  Poor fit to operations risks 
• A general assortment of risk that might attract a 
chicken little syndrome. 
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Other related Risks in public sector 
management 
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And Stupid Ones Too……. 



Range of risk sources: not always 
risky 

Property 
and 

Valuable 
Inventory 

Cash 
Security 

Operations 

Bad 
financial 
control 

Disastrou
s Events Staff 

Security 

Procuremen
t Budget 

flow 
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How Do You Measure It? 
 

INTESITY 
PROBABILITY 

Not all risks are equal, not all risks 
require action – this is about priority 

setting 
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And Should Be Prioritized for Treatment 
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SEVERITY 

TRANSFER AVOID 

RETAIN CONTROL 

Risk Mapping 

FREQUENCY 





Identify
Risks

Identify
Risks

Risk Analysis

Analyze
Risks

Analyze
Risks

Plan
Mitigation
Prioritize

Risks

Identified
Risks

Monitor

Analyzed
Risks

Monitor

Risk Management

Reassess
Exposure

Reevaluate
Risk

Exposure

Mitigate
Risks

Develop
Management

Plans

Assess
Effectiveness

Evaluate
Progress

Prioritized
Risks

Monitor

MonitorMonitor

Monitor or 
Close Risks

New
Risks

Report
Progress

Actions
Implemented

Start

 

How Does It Work? 

Risk  
Tolerances 
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Example of a Risk Management 
Model for Decision-Making 
IMPACT POTENTIAL RISK MANAGEMENT ACTIONS  

 
Significant 

Considerable 
management 

required 

Must manage and 
monitor risks 

Extensive 
management 

essential 
 

Moderate 
Risks may be worth 

accepting with 
monitoring 

Management effort 
worthwhile 

Management effort 
required 

 
Minor Accept risks 

 
Accept, but monitor 

risks 
Manage and 
monitor risks 

 
 

       LOW                   MEDIUM                         HIGH 

LIKELIHOOD 
 



A Governance Framework 
Management Sphere: 
Decision on & Implementation of Actions 

Assessment Sphere: 
Generation of Knowledge 

Pre-Assessment 

• Problem  framing	
• Early  warning	
• Screening	
• Determination  of	
scientific  conventions	Risk Management 

Implementation	
• Option  realisation	
• Monitoring  and  control	
• Feedback  from  risk  management  	
practice	
	
Decision  Making	

• Option  identification  and  generation	
• Option  assessment	
• Option  evaluation  and  selection	

Communication                            

Risk Appraisal 

Risk  Assessment	
• Hazard  identification  and  estimation	
• Exposure  and  vulnerability  	
assessment	

• Risk  estimation	
	
Concern  Assessment	

• Risk  perceptions	
• Social  concerns	
• Socio-‐‑economic  impacts	

Tolerability and Acceptability Judgement 

Risk  Characterisation	
• Risk  Profile	
• Judgement  of  the  	
seriousness  of  risk	

• Conclusions  and  risk  	
reduction  options	

Risk  Evaluation	
• Judging  the  tolerability  	
and  acceptability	

• Need  for  risk  reduction  	
measures	
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MANAGEMENT 
CONTROL 
SYSTEMS 

INTERNAL 
CONTROL 
SYSTEMS 

RISK  
LANDSCAPE 

VARIANCE 



CREATING AND USING 
RISK TOLERANCES AT 
THE OPERATIONAL LEVEL 



•  The risk itself 
•  Needs identification and naming 
•  Multiple consequences possible 
•  Failure to name and assess leads inevitably to problems 

• Risk exposure 
•  Degree of measurable or tolerable exposure to the risk 
•  Function of potential impact less mitigating controls 
•  Potential for financial, operational, policy threat 
•  Also, reputation and ability of the organization to achieve its goals 

• Appropriateness of view of the risk 
•  Too much or too little (overreact or whistle past the graveyard) 
•  Highly judgemental 
•  Can your response be modeled by others as reasonable 

What is risk tolerance 



• A.k.a. the run for the hills school of risk management 
• Setting tolerances, either through standards, rules or 

regular soft reviews, eliminates tendency to think that all 
risks can be avoided 

• Creates a common understanding of risks 
• Avoids inevitable harm to the organization of not having 

addressed a risk or set a tolerance 
• Risk tolerances are also essential ways to define 

operational limits, financial authorities and gates, ethical 
boundary zone that both prevent and permit action. 

The risk intolerance trap 



Factors when setting risk tolerances 
Attitudes created by 

culture, personality and 
history 

Organizational goals – 
urgency, clarity, time 

constrained 

Capability to manage risk: 
risk management in place, 

controls in place 

Capacity to take risk: 
financial and operational 
redundancy, flexibility to 
respond, can weather a 

reputation storm 

Cost/benefit of managing 
risks: how much can you 
spend to mitigate a risk? 
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Then Shared With Senior Management 



• Varies with risk environment and the risks themselves 
• Often tolerance can be entrenched in practical rules, 

gates and policies, e.g. contracting limits, assets 
management procedures, 

• Governance rules enter the picture: who manages a risk, 
who is authorized to make decisions, who has to report on 
what 

• Organic nature of tolerances:  
•  They evolve, especially for incidents and emerging risks 
•  Organizations and leaders have to feel their way sometimes 
•  I’ll know it when it see it 
•  Let’s clamp down then ease off as we build confidence 

•  Tolerances often emerge post facto. 

Putting risk tolerances to work 



Risk Analysis and Management Toolkit 
Risk Tolerances 

5 
Worst 
Case 

4 
Severe 

3 
Major 

2 
Moderate 

1 
Minor 
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Risk Tolerances 
•  Setting tolerances involves a mix of qualitative 
and quantitative measures 

• Not always straightforward 

• It takes experimentation and time 

• Issue of how public they are is important 

• Equally important is how politically sensitive they 
are: is there a tolerable murder rate? Wrong 
tolerance! 

TYPCIAL RISK 
TOLERANCE 

GRID 



Risk Analysis and Management Toolkit 
Risk Tolerances 

Processin
g 
Complianc
e – 
welfare 
applicatio
ns 
 

Rate of 
inaccuracy 
exceeds 2% 
in two 
quarters 

Rate of 
inaccuracy 
exceeds 2%, 
found in 
post-audit in 
one quarter 
only 

Rate of 
inaccuracy 
less than 2% 
- only found 
in post-
audits 

Rate of 
inaccuracy 
less than 
2% of total 
transaction
s – 75% 
found in 
pre-audits. 

Inaccuracy 
less than 
2% based 
on pre and 
post audit 
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SEVERITY RISES 

WHEN DO YOU ACT  
AND HOW? 



•  The cost of risk mitigation – concept of ALARP 
• Risk is unavoidable, so get used to it: “A decision that 

does not involve risk is probably not a decision” 
• Separating risk from riskiness 
• Cost of risk avoidance generally lower than risk response 
• Having a Framework and guides to the application on risk 

is important 
• Risk analysis will drive your control framework 
• Being risk savvy means a continual outlook for issues, 

challenges and opportunities 

 

Risk and financial management 



APARP Tools 
•  Codes and standards 
•  Good practice 
•  Risk assessment 
•  Cost benefit analysis 
•  Peer review and benchmarking 
•  Review and consultation mechanisms 

Rules of Thumb 
•  The more complex the project or cost 

centre, the more complex the decision, 
then the more sophisticated tools 
needed to identify and manage risks. 

•  The higher the risk, the more 
comprehensive and robust the ALA 



Extras 



Risk Perception Quiz 
a.  Riding a bicycle to and from your suburban home to work, a 

distance of 20km each way, each working day for 4 years.  

b. Working for one year in a coal mine (assuming a 40 hour 
working week).  

 
c. Living 4 km from a nuclear reactor for 12 months. 
  
d. Eating peanut butter sandwiches for lunch three times a week for 

20 years.  
 
e. Drinking two glasses of wine, twice per weekend, for 10 years.  



Anatomy of a risk 

The  name  of  the  individual  who  assumes  ultimate  
responsibility  for  the  risk  in  the  event  of  the  stated  risk  owner  
relinquishing  control	

Escalation  Owner:  	

Name  of  risk  owner  -‐‑  usually  the  same  as  owner  of  
corresponding  activity	

Owner:  	

Hardware,  software  or  communications  equipment  and  
facilities	

Operations  and  service  delivery	

Personnel,  management  and  administration  procedures	

Physical  environment	Nature  of  Risk:  	

Date  that  risk  was  first  identified  	
Date  of  Risk  Identification:	

Example  circumstances  within  which  risk  will  or  may  
execute	

Example  Risk  
Manifestation(s):  	

A  longer  text  string  offering  a  fuller  description  of  this  risk	
Risk  Description:	

A  short  text  string  describing  the  risk	Risk  Name:  	

A  text  string  provided  by  the  repository  to  uniquely  identify  
this  risk  and  facilitate  references  to  it  within  risk  relationship  
expressions	

Risk  Identifier:  	



Anatomy of a risk 

A  targeGed  risk-‐‑severity  rating  plus  risk  reassessment  
date	

Risk  Management  
Activity  Target:  	

Individual(s)  responsible  for  performance  of  risk  
management  activities	

Risk  Management  
Activity  Owner:  	

Practical  activities  deriving  from  defined  policies  and  
procedures	

Risk  Management  
Activity(ies):  	

Description  of  policies  and  procedures  to  be  pursued  
in  order  to  manage  (avoid  and/or  treat)  risk	

Risk  Management  
Strategy(ies):  	

A  derived  value,  representing  the  product  of  
probability  and  potential  impact  scores	

Risk  Severity:  	

This  indicates  the  perceived  impact  of  the  execution  of  
this  risk  in  terms  of  loss  of  digital  objects'ʹ  
understandability  and  authenticity	

Risk  Potential  Impact:  	

This  indicates  the  perceived  likelihood  of  the  execution  
of  this  particular  risk	

Risk  Probability:  	

A  description  of  each  of  the  risks  with  which  this  risk  
has  relationships	

Risk  Relationships:  	

Parties  with  an  investment  or  assets  threatened  by  the  
risk'ʹs  execution,  or  with  responsibility  for  its  
management	

Stakeholders:  	



Risk Relationships 

where risks exist in isolation, with no relationships with 
other risks 

Atomic 

where avoidance or treatment associated with a single risk 
renders the avoidance or treatment of another less effective 

Domino 

where avoidance or treatment mechanisms associated with 
one risk also benefit the management of another 

Complementry 

where a single risk’s execution will increase the likelihood 
of another’s 

Contagious 

where the simultaneous execution of n risks has an impact 
in excess of the sum of each risk occurring in isolation 

Explosive 

Definition of Risk Relationship Risk Relationship 


